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Abstract

A firm’s scheduled advertisements may be bumped for a variety of reasons, from breaking

news coverage to being outbid by a competitor. This uncertainty in exposure yield can signif-

icantly degrade advertising effectiveness. In particular, the resources available to small- and

mid-size firms are often inadequate to recapture exposure lost due to bumps before the end of

a limited-time media campaign. Recognizing the need to buffer against the negative effects of

yield uncertainty, we consider various strategies to make media buys across time. Our study of

static media scheduling policies motivates the need for dynamic policies, which we show can

offer significant advantages for firms desiring to hedge against yield loss. We demonstrate how

to construct dynamic policies from static policies, and in so doing extend the theory of roll-

out methods and associated improvement guarantees to max-min dynamic programs. Further,

because our information-based dual bound is also applicable to general max-min dynamic pro-

grams, our work provides robust optimization tools to both identify policies and to absolutely

benchmark their performance.

1 Introduction

Proper management of media buys is crucial to the effectiveness of an advertising campaign and

to the profitability of a firm. Not only must limited resources be allocated to appropriate media

vehicles, they must also be invested strategically across time. A complicating factor in the media

selection process is yield uncertainty: indeterminate future events resulting in bumped media spots

and thus in decreased audience exposure to advertisements. Though recent research reflects mar-

keters’ concerns about how to best prepare for and respond to unforeseen events (Okazaki et al.,
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2015), the media selection literature is silent on the problem of how to schedule media buys to

hedge against yield uncertainty.

Media spots may be bumped for a variety of reasons. Some advertisements are not aired due

to breaking news coverage. For example, major disasters (2011 Tsunami in Japan), terrorist at-

tacks (2013 Boston Marathon bombings), unexpected political upheaval (prolonged uncertainty

surrounding North Korea in 2013), and severe weather can take precedence over regularly sched-

uled programming on television and radio networks. Yield uncertainty may also be inherent to

routine business transactions. For instance, when advertisements are aired dynamically based on

real-time audience interaction, exposure is not guaranteed. Additionally, in some television spot

markets (e.g., Ireland), firms may purchase advertisements in several tiers, the top price assuring

broadcast and lower prices leaving open the possibility of being outbid by competitors. Likewise,

in the United States, bump rates are common practice. According to Ken Allgeyer of Fox Sports

Midwest, it is not unusual for a firm with deep pockets to oust the scheduled ads of other firms.

Further, Allgeyer reports that the first two hours of a sales person’s day are typically spent man-

aging spots preempted or bumped the night before (personal communication, Ken Allgeyer, Vice

President and General Sales Manager at Fox Sports Midwest, 9 June 2017).

Regardless of their cause, bumps can be particularly damaging to small- and mid-size firms.

For example, consider the impact of a bump on the effectiveness of a limited-time media campaign,

e.g., advertisements for a weekend sale or a new product release. If a 5-star ad scheduled to be

aired during a live sporting event is bumped, the broadcasting company may offer several 1- or 2-

star spots as recompense. However, it is unlikely that any amount of daytime television spots can

compensate for the exposure that would have been realized via a single primetime spot. Further,

small- and mid-size firms typically lack the financial resources required to secure high-exposure

spots on short notice (personal communication, Ken Allgeyer, Vice President and General Sales

Manager at Fox Sports Midwest, 9 June 2017). Thus, it can be crucial to the success of a media

campaign to strategically buffer against yield uncertainty.

In this paper, we address the classic media selection problem (MSP) – allocating limited budget

funds to purchase media spots with the aim of maximizing audience exposure – but with explicit

consideration of yield uncertainty. Specifically, we model as a max-min dynamic program the

problem of buying media across time from a given outlet. In this sequential decision problem,
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we seek policies with the largest possible worst-case exposure across a user-defined uncertainty

set. The robust criterion, as opposed to the expected value criterion more common to stochastic

dynamic programs, facilitates strategies to hedge against bumps when ongoing advertisement is

inapplicable, e.g., in the case of infrequent or limited-time media campaigns where it is preferable

to immunize policies against some amount of uncertainty rather than to optimize with respect to

long-run average performance.

Within this framework, we consider static and dynamic strategies to buffer against yield loss.

Static decision-making, which reflects the paradigm adopted by the bulk of the extant literature,

requires media buys be executed at the beginning of a time horizon, after which bumps play out

and there is little or no opportunity for recourse. In contrast, dynamic decision-making allows for

media buys across time, affording greater opportunity to anticipate and respond to bumps as they

occur. To gauge the quality of static and dynamic policies, we derive dual bounds on the value of

an optimal policy. Our analysis identifies scenarios where static policies are optimal and where

performance may be improved via dynamic decision-making. Further, when optimal policies are

computationally prohibitive to obtain, our dual bounds serve as an absolute benchmark for the

quality of heuristic policies.

We make contributions specific to media selection as well as broader methodological contribu-

tions to the field of robust optimization:

• A first in the media selection literature, our max-min dynamic program models decision-

making across time and in response to yield uncertainties. Additionally, the model’s func-

tional forms for audience exposure and spot costs are general enough to be realistic, e.g., by

capturing diminishing returns, quantity discounts, and spot prices that vary with time.

• Our analysis of static policies informs the design of a math-program-based heuristic with a

tight worst-case performance bound as well as a robust greedy construction heuristic. These

methods yield stand-alone static policies and serve as building blocks for dynamic policies.

• We derive a perfect information dual bound applicable to max-min dynamic programs. Then,

leveraging problem-specific features, we derive a more computationally tractable Lagrangian

dual bound for the MSP.
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• An analysis of gaps between dual bounds and static policy values reveals static policies are

optimal when uncertainty is absent and when uncertainty is at its highest levels. In interme-

diate cases, we demonstrate gaps can range from zero to arbitrarily large, thus motivating

the study of dynamic policies to potentially improve performance.

• We design rollout policies for max-min dynamic programs, methods to construct dynamic

policies from given base policies. We identify sufficient conditions for rollout improvement,

a property achieved when rollout policies improve on the performance of their base policies.

We also explore various relationships among rollout policies. Our results extend to max-

min dynamic programs the rollout improvement properties enjoyed by deterministic and

stochastic dynamic programs (Bertsekas et al., 1997; Goodson et al., 2017). Specific to

the MSP, we prove static base policies and certain dynamic base policies lead to rollout

improvement.

• For max-min dynamic programs with the budget-style of uncertainty set we employ in this

paper, we partially characterize optimal solutions to the policy evaluation problem. We

leverage these results to significantly reduce the computation required to evaluate a policy,

thereby making it possible to evaluate policies for larger MSP instances.

• Computational experiments on MSP instances demonstrate the value of dynamically hedging

against yield uncertainty. We show dynamic policy values can improve more than 18 percent

over static policy values and that our best dynamic policy values are within five percent of

an optimal policy value. Further, for larger problem instances, where obtaining an optimal

policy is difficult, our experiments illustrate the computational boundaries of some methods

and the scalability of others.

• Additional computational experiments explore characteristics of static versus dynamic MSP

policies, the sensitivity of MSP policies to various levels of uncertainty, and how spot limit

distributions across time can impact the ability to hedge against yield uncertainty.

Finally, we note similarities and differences between our approach and that of more mainstream

robust optimization. Because Shapiro (2011) establishes equivalence between robust adjustable

optimization models and the max-min dynamic programming model we employ (Bertsekas, 2017),
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our procedures serve as solution techniques for both modeling paradigms. This is notable because

the robust optimization community places strong emphasis on computational tractability, e.g., by

focusing predominately on affine decision rules for sequential decision-making, in the spirit of

Ben-Tal et al. (2000), or as outlined in Düzgün and Thiele (2011) and Bertsimas and Brown (2011).

In contrast, we rely on general and problem-specific structural results and dual bounds – both of

which are uncommon in max-min dynamic programs (Bertsekas, 2017) – demonstrating that high-

quality analysis and solutions can be achieved without restrictions to the policy space.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In §2, we define and model the MSP. Related

literature is reviewed in §3. We study the class of static policies in §4 and explore dual bounds

in §5. We examine dynamic policies in §6 and report the results of computational experiments

in §7. We conclude the paper in §8. Throughout the paper, analytical results with applicability

beyond the MSP are labeled as theorems.

2 Problem Description and Model Formulation

The goal of the MSP is to find a policy for purchasing advertising spots over an ordered set of time

periods t1, 2, . . . , T u that maximizes target audience exposure. During period t, the advertiser

may purchase advertising time for the current period and for any future period from a given media

outlet. The cost of purchasing advertising spots during period t for advertisement during period

t1 ¥ t is given by the function ct,t1p�q, which we assume to be non-negative, non-decreasing,

and subadditive. The subadditivity assumption accommodates economies of scale (e.g., quantity

discounts) by requiring that for any number of spots xt1 and x̃t1 for advertisement in period t1,

ct,t1pxt1q � ct,t1px̃t1q ¥ ct,t1pxt1 � x̃t1q. We also assume the cost to acquire advertising spots is non-

decreasing over time, i.e., for a given period t1 and number of spots xt1 , ct,t1pxt1q ¤ ct2,t1pxt1q for all

t ¤ t2 ¤ t1. The media outlet places a limit lt on the total number of spots that may be purchased

for advertisement during period t. Spot limits are common in industry and may also be used to

represent market competition. The total cost of spots purchased by the advertiser across all time

periods must not exceed b, the operating budget. Audience exposure for ads run during period t is

determined by the function etp�q, which we assume to be non-negative and non-decreasing, a broad

functional form allowing for decreasing marginal returns. We also assume that if the number of
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spots xt ¡ 0, then etpxtq ¡ 0. If an ad is bumped, audience exposure is zero and the advertiser is

refunded the cost of purchasing the spot.

We formulate the MSP as a max-min dynamic program (Bertsekas, 2017) and seek policies

immune to worst-case bump realizations across a given subset of uncertain events. The state of

the system at decision epoch t is st � pbt, aq. Variable bt is the remaining budget at time t, a real

number in the range r0, bs. Variable a � ppat,t1qTt�1q
T
t1�t is a two-dimensional matrix consisting

of the non-negative integer number of spots purchased in period t for advertisement in period

t1 ¥ t. The sum across each column of a,
°T
t�1 at,t1 , must be less than or equal to the associated

spot limit lt1 . In initial state s1, b1 � b and all elements of a are zero. A budget of uncertainty

Γ, an integer in the range r0, T s, is chosen by the decision maker to immunize policies against

yield uncertainty. Larger values of Γ represent greater aversion to risk while lower values are less

conservative. The budget of uncertainty remaining at period t is an integer Γt in the range r0,Γs,

where the initial budget is Γ1 � Γ. Denoting by ZT�T¥0 plq the space of T -by-T non-negative and

integer upper-triangular matrices satisfying the vector of spot limits l � pltqTt�1, the state space is

S � r0, bs � ZT�T¥0 plq � t0, 1, . . . ,Γu.

An action x � pxtqTt�1 is the number of spots purchased in period t for advertisement during

the current period and all remaining periods. When the system occupies state st, the set of feasible

actions is

X pstq �
"
x P ZT¥0 : (1)

Ţ

t1�t

ct,t1pxt1q ¤ bt, (2)

xt1 �
t�1̧

t2�1

at2,t1 ¤ lt1 for t1 � t, . . . , T, (3)

xt1 � 0 for t1 � 1, . . . , t� 1

*
, (4)

where equation (1) requires actions to be integer T -vectors, equation (2) enforces the budget con-

straint, equation (3) imposes the limit on the number of spots purchased, and equation (4) disallows

the purchase of spots for advertisement in the past.

After selecting an action in period t, the decision maker observes wether or not spots slotted for
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advertisement during the period are aired. Let wt � 0 be the event the spots are aired and wt � 1

be the event the spots are bumped. The period-t set of potential uncertainties, WpΓtq � twt P

t0, 1u : wt ¤ Γtu, depends on the remaining budget of uncertainty Γt. If Γt is one or larger, then a

bump may occur, otherwise the budget is spent and spots in period t will air.

The period-t reward is a function of the current state, the selected action, and the observed

uncertainty:

rtpst, x, wtq � p1 � wtqet

�
xt �

t�1̧

t1�1

at1,t

�
. (5)

In the case spots air, target audience exposure is determined by the exposure function and the

number of spots slotted for advertisement in the current period. In the case spots are bumped,

exposure is zero.

A transition to state st�1 is a function of current state st, selected action x, remaining budget

of uncertainty Γt, and observed uncertainty wt. First, a is adjusted to reflect purchases during the

current period:

at,t1 � at,t1 � xt1 for t1 � t, . . . , T. (6)

Then, the remaining budget is updated by subtracting the cost of purchases in the current pe-

riod and adding any refund due to a bump in the current period: bt�1 � bt �
°T
t1�t ct,t1pxt1q �

wt
°t
t1�1 ct1,tpat1,tq. Finally, the budget of uncertainty Γt�1 � Γt � wt is updated to reflect whether

or not a bump occurred in period t. We denote by Spst, x, wtq the transition function that takes as

arguments a state, an action, and a realization of uncertainty and returns the resulting state st�1.

Denote a policy π by a sequence of decision rules pXπ
1 , X

π
2 , . . . , X

π
T q, where each decision rule

Xπ
t pstq : st Ñ X pstq is a function mapping the current state to an action. A policy π is evaluated

as the worst-case value over all possible realizations of uncertainty:

V π � min
wtPWpΓtq
t�1,2,...,T

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, wtq

+
. (7)

Denoting by Π the set of all policies, then our objective is to find a policy π� in Π that maximizes

the worst-case value:
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V � � V π� � max
πPΠ

V π. (8)

In addition to working with the period-t uncertainty setWpΓtq, for clarity we sometimes refer

to the Cartesian product of certain single-period uncertainty sets. Denote the Cartesian product�T
i�tWpΓiq � tpwt, wt�1, . . . , wT q P t0, 1uT�t�1 :

°T
i�twi ¤ Γtu asWpΓt, T q, the set of binary

pT � t � 1q-vectors such that the sum of each vector is less than or equal to Γt. In the case

where Γt � Γ1, the initial budget of uncertainty Γ, we simply write W . Using this notation, the

optimization in policy evaluation problem (7) is the minimum sum of rewards overW .

3 Related Literature

Quantitative media selection owes its beginnings to the rise of television in the 1950s, the ensuing

media competition, and simultaneous advances in operations research (Calantone and de Brentani-

Todorovic, 1981). During this era, the media firms Young & Rubicon and Batten, Barton, Durstine,

& Osborne popularized the linear programming model for media selection found in many introduc-

tory management science textbooks: maximize total audience exposure subject to available budget

funds by adjusting the number of ads acquired in various media vehicles (Wilson, 1962).

This initial media selection model leverages cutting edge technology available at that time,

but suffers from weaknesses to be expected when balancing model realism with computational

tractability of solution methods. First, how to measure exposure was then an open question. In par-

ticular, regardless of the exposure metric chosen, the linear objective function gives equal weight

to each ad, pushing against the widely accepted notion of diminishing returns. Second, cost of ad-

vertisement is constant and does not allow for quantity discounts. Third, the linear programming

model ignores the temporal aspect of a media campaign, failing to consider how the timing of

ads might impact overall exposure. Fourth, uncertainties surrounding exposure are not accounted

for in the model. Though flawed, the initial linear programming approach to media selection set

the stage for more sophisticated models and methods. With advances in computational power and

operational research theory, subsequent media selection models and methods began to move past

the shortcomings of their predecessor.

Recognizing the merits of various audience exposure metrics, a number of researchers turned
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to multi-objective programming models, incorporating measures of reach and frequency into the

objective function. While some authors relied on standard goal programming techniques to select

media (Steur and Oliver, 1976; Deckro and Murdock, 1987), others turned to heuristic optimiza-

tion, such as the genetic algorithm approach of Ichikawa et al. (2009). In an effort to give decision

makers a more substantial role in the media selection process, Korhonen et al. (1989) allow the

user to interact with optimization output by iteratively revising objective function weights. Bring-

ing more rigor to the process, Dyer et al. (1992) and Kwak et al. (2005) leverage the analytical

hierarchy process to determine the relative importance of different exposure metrics. The func-

tional form of exposure in our model is flexible, able to accommodate one or multiple metrics in

the objective.

The seminal model of Little and Lodish (1969) addresses many of the shortcomings of the ini-

tial literature. The marginal exposure value of ads decreases with the number of spots purchased

and the cost function incorporates quantity discounts. Further, the model explicitly captures the

effects of decisions made at one point in time on the exposure achieved in future periods. The

models of Zufryden (1975) and Srinivasan (1976) make similar advances, collectively depicting

the media selection process as temporally related sequences of decisions. However, due to compu-

tational limitations, exact solutions to these nonlinear models were intractable at the time and the

authors resort to simple heuristic techniques to identify feasible policies. Our model also facili-

tates realistic cost and exposure functions as well as sequential decisions. Further, we significantly

advance heuristic solution methods.

Several studies seek to improve model realism via explicit consideration of uncertainty. The

simulation model of Gensch (1969) allows its user to see how various decisions might play out

over a collection of potential scenarios. However, as is often the case with simulation, the proce-

dure is unable to optimize over the space of feasible decisions. Turning to mean-variance methods,

De Kluyver (1980) leverages Markowitz portfolio theory to model variability in audience size.

Danaher (1991) develops various metrics for expected exposure that incorporate diminishing re-

turns and threshold numbers of exposures. Greedy heuristics are employed to identify feasible

media schedules. Via a local search method, Malthouse et al. (2012) seek to maximize expected

profit associated with a media schedule. In the realm of Internet media selection, where the de-

livery rate of advertisements is determined by visit frequency of users to a website, Danaher et al.
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(2010) consider likelihood of exposure in terms of reach and frequency. Optimal solutions to their

nonlinear programs are identified via solutions of successive quadratic programs. In contrast to

the expected value criterion used by these authors, we evaluate policies as the worst case over an

uncertainty set, an approach better suited for single-time media campaigns than for more frequent

advertisement.

Recent research brings ideas from other disciplines to the problem of media selection. Çetin

and Esen (2006) draw on military operations research methods and consider media selection as a

weapon-target assignment problem. Saen (2011) views media selection through the lens of data

envelopment analysis. Our work brings to media selection a robust optimization model as well as

solution methods inspired by the literature on rollout algorithms.

Collectively, the extant literature addresses many of the shortcomings of initial quantitative

research in media selection. In particular, we see more realism in cost and exposure functions

along with consideration of exposure uncertainties. However, the literature does not consider the

problem of sequential decision-making as a means of responding to uncertainty. The dynamic and

stochastic models we propose fill this gap by facilitating significant advances over the static models

and methods that dominate the media selection literature.

4 Static Policies

In this section we consider the class of static policies, decision-making strategies that purchase

media spots up front and forego opportunities to respond to future uncertainties. We study static

policies for three reasons. First, as we show below, a static policy is straightforward to evaluate,

potentially simplifying optimization. Second, as we illustrate in subsequent sections, static policies

can be building blocks for dynamic policies that anticipate and respond to bumps. Third, such study

motivates the design of heuristics to identify high quality static policies, the primary focus of this

section.

Formally, the class of static policies is

Πs �
!
πs P Π : (9)

Xπs
1 : s1 Ñ X ps1q, (10)
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Xπs
t : S ÞÑ 0, t � 2, 3, . . . , T

)
, (11)

where the initial decision rule returns an action in the period-1 set of feasible actions and all

subsequent decision rules map to the T -dimensional zero vector. Thus, a static policy πspxq is

fully characterized by its period-1 spot purchases x in X ps1q.

Due to the special structure of Πs, the problem of identifying an optimal policy with respect to

the class can be reduced to optimization over X ps1q. It is instructive to write the optimization as a

math program. Noting that no previous purchases have been made in initial state s1, thus at,t1 � 0

for all t and t1, the optimization is

V �
s � max

#
min
wPW

#
Ţ

t�1

p1 � wtqet pxtq

+
: (12)

Ţ

t�1

c1,t pxtq ¤ b, (13)

xt ¤ lt, for t � 1, 2, . . . , T, (14)

x P ZT¥0

+
, (15)

where equation (12) is the policy evaluation of (7), equations (13)-(15) define the period-1 set

of feasible actions, and we denote by V �
s the value of an optimal static policy π�s in Πs. As a

non-linear integer program, (12)-(15) may be difficult to solve, thus warranting investigation of

heuristic optimization techniques to identify high quality static policies.

A basic analysis of (12)-(15) reveals a key insight. First, note the value V πspxq of a static policy

πspxq is obtained by choosing wt � 1 for the Γ time periods with the largest exposure values and

setting wt � 0 otherwise. In other words, for any x satisfying (13)-(15), the minimization in (12)

is easy to achieve. It follows that any static policy making spot purchases in fewer than Γ� 1 time

periods has value zero, a result we formalize in Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 4.1 (Zero-Value Static Policies). Every static policy πspxq with number of positive

purchase periods |tt P t1, . . . , T u : xt ¡ 0u| not greater than Γ has value V πspxq � 0.

Proof. There exists a trajectoryw inW such thatwt � 1 for each xt ¡ 0. Because in this trajectory°T
t�1p1 � wtqetpxtq � 0, V πspxq � 0.
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We leverage Proposition 4.1 to design two heuristic methods to identify static policies, one

to establish a procedure with a theoretical bound on performance and another to improve policy

quality. Our first method, the pΓ � 1q-heuristic, identifies the best static policy with purchases in

exactly Γ�1 time periods, thus guaranteeing a policy with positive value, provided such purchases

are feasible. Specifically, the pΓ � 1q-heuristic solves the following optimization problem, where

binary variable yt tracks whether or not a purchase is made in period t:

max

#
min
wPW

#
Ţ

t�1

p1 � wtqet pxtq

+
: (16)

(13) and (15), (17)

xt ¤ ltyt, for t � 1, 2, . . . , T, (18)
Ţ

t�1

yt � Γ � 1, (19)

y P t0, 1uT
+
. (20)

Collectively, equations (18)-(20) require the number of time periods with positive purchases to be

exactly Γ � 1. We denote by xΓ�1 the x-component of an optimal solution to (16)-(20).

An attractive property of the pΓ � 1q-heuristic is the worst case value of the resulting policy

is bounded with respect to the value of an optimal static policy. Specifically, provided an optimal

static policy has a positive value, the ratio of V πspxΓ�1q to V �
s is greater than or equal to 1{pT � Γq.

If V �
s � 0, then (16)-(20) is infeasible and there does not exist a static policy with positive value.

Proposition 4.2 formalizes the result.

Proposition 4.2 (pΓ�1q-Heuristic Performance Bound). If V �
s ¡ 0, then V πspxΓ�1q{V �

s ¥ 1{pT�Γq

and the bound is tight.

Proof. Let x� be an optimal solution to (12)-(15). Because V �
s ¡ 0, by Proposition 4.1, |T � �

tt P t1, 2, . . . , T u : x�t ¡ 0u| ¥ Γ � 1. Sort T � in non-increasing order of exposure values epx�t q.

Let T Γ�1 be the set composed of the first Γ� 1 elements of T � and let t1 be the last time period in

T Γ�1. Because for each time period t in the set tt1u Y tT �zT Γ�1u we have etpx�t q ¤ et1px�t1q, then

an upper bound on V �
s is pT � Γqet1px�t1q. Because x�t , for each time period t in T Γ�1, is a feasible

solution to (16)-(20), then V πspxΓ�1q ¥ et1px�t1q. Thus,
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V πspxΓ�1q

V �
s

¥
et1px�t1q

pT � Γqet1px�t1q
�

1

T � Γ
. (21)

We now prove the bound is tight. Consider the problem instance with c1,tpxtq � xt, etpxtq � xt,

b � T , and lt � 1 for t � 1, 2, . . . , T . The pΓ � 1q-heuristic buys one unit for each time period in

any set composed of Γ�1 time periods, thus V πspxΓ�1q � 1. An optimal static policy buys one unit

in each time period, thus V �
s � T �Γ. Therefore, in this instance, V πspxΓ�1q{V �

s � 1{pT �Γq.

Though the worst-case performance bound for the pΓ � 1q-heuristic is positive, our compu-

tational experience suggests the average performance of the heuristic is lacking. Because the

pΓ�1q-heuristic limits the number of time periods with positive purchases, the procedure foregoes

opportunities to acquire spots in additional time periods, potentially forfeiting further exposure,

even when such purchases are feasible. Thus, improved heuristic performance may be achieved

via consideration of spot purchases in more than Γ � 1 periods.

Our second heuristic, the max-min greedy heuristic, is not accompanied by a theoretical bound

on performance, but in our experience often yields substantially better static policies than the

pΓ � 1q-heuristic. Recognizing the insight of Proposition 4.1, that the Γ time periods with the

largest exposure values do not contribute to policy value, the max-min greedy heuristic seeks to

increase exposure in the T � Γ remaining periods.

Algorithm 1 outlines the max-min greedy heuristic. The procedure iteratively constructs a

feasible solution xg to problem (12)-(15). Line 1 initializes purchases in each period to zero.

Line 3 restricts attention to the T �Γ time periods with the smallest exposure values in the current

iteration. In the case of a tie, preference is given to the time period with the smaller marginal cost

of purchasing one additional spot, then to the smaller time period. Line 4 sorts the time periods

in non-increasing order of marginal exposure, breaking ties as before. Line 5 purchases a spot in

the first budget- and limit-feasible time period. The procedure terminates when it is not possible to

make additional spot purchases.

Although we observe the average performance of the max-min heuristic to be good, and almost

always better than that of the pΓ � 1q-heuristic, Proposition 4.3 illustrates the benefit of using the

methods in tandem. In particular, Proposition 4.3 shows the value V πspxgq of the max-min greedy

policy can be zero even when the value V �
s of an optimal static policy is positive. Thus, when

an optimal static policy is difficult to identify, we generally advocate use of the max-min greedy
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Algorithm 1 Max-Min Greedy Heuristic
1: xgt Ð 0 for t � 1, 2, . . . , T

2: repeat

3: T Ð the T � Γ time periods in t1, 2, . . . , T u with smallest exposure values etpx
g
t q

4: sort T in non-increasing order of marginal exposure values etpx
g
t � 1q � etpx

g
t q

5: xgt Ð xgt � 1 in the first period t in T satisfying (13) and (14)

6: until xg not updated

heuristic. But, if the ratio of V πspxgq to the best-found upper bound on an optimal policy value

(see §5) is less than 1{pT � Γq, then Proposition 4.2 indicates the pΓ� 1q-heuristic can potentially

improve the static policy. Further, in the case the value of the max-min greedy policy is zero, note

that any feasible solution to (16)-(20) will yield a positive-valued static policy per Proposition 4.1

and the assumption that etpxtq ¡ 0 when xt ¡ 0. Thus, when an optimal solution to non-linear

integer program (16)-(20) is challenging to obtain, even a feasible solution can be useful.

Proposition 4.3 (Max-Min Heuristic Worst Case Performance). There exists an instance such that

V πspxgq{V �
s � 0.

Proof. Consider the instance with T � 4, b � 1, Γ � 1, and

t 1 2 3 4

c1,tpxtq x1 p1 � ε
2
qx2 εx3 εx4

etpxtq p1 � 2εqx1 p1 � εqx2 εx3 εx4

lt 1 1 1
ε

1
ε

where 0   ε    1 and ε is chosen such that 1{p2εq is integer. Algorithm 1 initializes xg � p0 0 0 0q

and proceeds as follows. In the first iteration, lines 3 and 4 identify T � t2, 3, 4u and line 5

purchases a spot in period 2. With a remaining budget of ε{2 and the spot limits as stated, a second

iteration of the procedure terminates the heuristic with xg � p0 1 0 0q. Thus, by Proposition 4.1,

V πspxgq � 0. Because x � p0 0 1
2ε

1
2ε
q is a feasible solution to (12)-(15) with value V πspxq � 1{2,

V �
s ¡ 0. Thus, in this instance, V πspxgq{V �

s � 0.

We conclude our analysis of static policies by noting that, following construction of a static

policy, whether through the max-min greedy heuristic, the pΓ � 1q-heuristic, or via some other
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method, it may be possible to bring down the cost of the policy without reducing the value. Let α

be the value achieved by the time period with the pΓ � 1qth largest exposure. If the first, second,

..., Γth largest exposure values can be reduced to be greater than or equal to α, then doing so does

not decrease the value of the policy because the Γ largest exposure values do not contribute to

policy value. Such reductions may make additional funds available for future spot purchases, an

important consideration when using static policies to design dynamic policies, when opportunities

may exist to respond to future uncertainties.

5 Dual Bounds

In this section we explore dual bounds, real numbers provably larger than the value of an optimal

policy. Our analysis serves two purposes. First, when the curse of dimensionality makes it diffi-

cult to identify an optimal policy, thus warranting the use of heuristic optimization methods, dual

bounds offer a means to assess the quality of heuristic policies. Notably, relative to comparison

with a benchmark, which only gauges improvement with respect to a given policy, assessment via

a dual bound indicates how much better a more sophisticated policy might perform. Capping po-

tential improvement aids in the decision to deem a policy good enough for practice or to invest in

seeking an improved policy. Second, our analysis identifies circumstances where an optimal static

policy is also an optimal policy, in these cases simplifying the optimization over the full policy set

Π to optimization over static policy set Πs. Outside such scenarios, better performance may be

achieved via dynamic policies, the focus of the subsequent section.

The primary idea underlying our dual bounds is to select policies in response to uncertainty.

In contrast to primal problem (8), which identifies a policy maximizing the worst-case value over

a set of bump realizations, the dual problem we consider allows the decision maker to choose a

maximum-value policy for each trajectory of uncertainty. Denote this value by

V w � max
πPΠ

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, wtq

+
, (22)

where w belongs to W , the set of possible bump trajectories across all states given budget of

uncertainty Γ. Then, the dual problem is
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V PI � min
wPW

V w. (23)

Theorem 5.1 establishes the optimal value of perfect information (PI) problem (23) as an upper

bound to optimal policy value V �.

Theorem 5.1 (Perfect Information Dual Bound). V � ¤ V PI .

Proof. For a given policy π̄ in Π and trajectory w̄, because w̄ belongs toW ,

min
wPW

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π̄
t pstq, wtq

+
¤

Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π̄
t pstq, w̄tq . (24)

By maximizing over all policies on both sides of (24) we obtain

max
πPΠ

#
min
wPW

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, wtq

++
¤ max

πPΠ

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, w̄tq

+
. (25)

Because (25) holds for any w̄ inW , minimizing overW on the right-hand side yields

max
πPΠ

#
min
wPW

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, wtq

++
¤ min

wPW

#
max
πPΠ

#
Ţ

t�1

rt pst, X
π
t pstq, wtq

++
, (26)

which yields the result V � ¤ V PI.

Although we state Theorem 5.1 in terms of the MSP, the result holds generally for the class of

max-min dynamic programs outlined by Bertsekas (2017). In Bertsekas’ presentation, uncertainty

sets are defined as state- and action-dependent. Here, W represents the set of all trajectories

through the union of all such sets. Additionally, noting that Shapiro (2011) establishes equivalence

between Bertsekas’ model and robust adaptable optimization models, Theorem 5.1 also establishes

a valid dual bound for the latter.

5.1 Maximizing Over Policies

Because dual problem (23) may be difficult to solve, we explore methods to ease the optimization.

First, note it follows from Theorem 5.1 that an optimal policy value is bounded by any trajectory
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w in W: V � ¤ V w. Motivated by this observation, we focus first on simplifying the inner opti-

mization, maximization over policies, then turn attention to the outer optimization, minimization

over the uncertainty set.

It is helpful to write problem (22) as a math program:

V w � max

#
Ţ

t1�1

p1 � wt1qet1

�
t1¸
t�1

xt,t1

�
: (27)

Ţ

t1�1

t1¸
t�1

ct,t1 pxt,t1q ¤ b, (28)

t1¸
t�1

xt,t1 ¤ lt1 for t1 � 1, . . . , T, (29)

x P ZT�T¥0

+
. (30)

Problem (27)-(30) captures the system dynamics and rewards stated in §2. Refunds for bumps

are not incorporated because an optimal solution always exists such that for each time period t,

xt,t1 � 0 for all t1 such that wt1 � 1. To see this, note that if xt,t1 ¡ 0 for some t1 such that wt1 � 1,

then setting xt,t1 � 0 does not change the value of the objective function (because wt1 � 1) and

does not violate the constraints (because ct,t1p�q is assumed to be non-decreasing).

As a non-linear integer program, problem (27)-(30) may be difficult to solve. As a first step

toward easing identification of V w, we show the number of decision variables can be significantly

reduced. Proposition 5.1 establishes that when the cost function is non-decreasing and subadditive

(as we have assumed), then an optimal solution value V̄ w for problem (31)-(34), where all decisions

are made at the beginning of the time horizon, is equivalent to V w.

V̄ w � max

#
Ţ

t�1

p1 � wtqetpx1,tq : (31)

Ţ

t�1

c1,tpx1,tq ¤ b, (32)

x1,t ¤ lt for t � 1, . . . , T, (33)

x P ZT¥0

+
. (34)
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Proposition 5.1 (Optimality of the Simplified Problem). If ct,t1p�q is subadditive and non-decreasing

over time, then V w � V̄ w.

Proof. Let x � ppxt,t1qTt1�1q
t1

t�1 be an optimal solution to problem (27)-(30). Let x̄ � px̄1,t1qTt1�1 be

an alternate solution vector where x̄1,t1 �
°t1

t�1 xt,t1 , i.e., x̄ and x both purchase the same number

of spots for each time period, but solution x̄ acquires the spots in time period 1. We show x̄ is also

an optimal solution to problem (27)-(30). First, by construction, x̄ achieves the same objective

value as x and satisfies conditions (29) and (30). Then,

Ţ

t1�1

t1¸
t�1

ct,t1 pxt,t1q ¥
Ţ

t1�1

t1¸
t�1

c1,t1 pxt,t1q (35)

¥
Ţ

t1�1

c1,t1

�
t1¸
t�1

xt,t1

�
(36)

�
Ţ

t1�1

c1,t1 px̄1,t1q , (37)

where equation (35) follows from the assumption that the cost to acquire advertising spots is non-

decreasing over time, equation (36) follows from subadditivity, and equation (37) follows from the

definition of x̄. Thus, x̄ satisfies condition (28) and is therefore a feasible and optimal solution to

problem (27)-(30). Therefore, V w � V̄ w.

Although decision variable reduction may lessen the effort required to identify V w, prob-

lem (31)-(34) remains non-linear and integer and may still pose significant challenges. In such

cases, it is helpful to recognize that solving a relaxed problem, one with optimal solution value

greater than or equal to V̄ w, also yields a valid bound on optimal policy value V �. Though a va-

riety of relaxations may be possible, we consider a Lagrangian relaxation of problem (31)-(34),

leading to a computationally tractable upper bound on V w.

Inspection of problem (31)-(34) reveals decomposability by time period in the absence of bud-

get constraint (32). Via standard Lagrangian theory, relaxing the budget constraint to the objective

and penalizing violations with some λ ¥ 0 results in a problem with optimal solution value at least

V̄ w:

V̄ w
λ � max

#
Ţ

t�1

p1 � wtqetpx1,tq � λ

�
b�

Ţ

t�1

c1,tpx1,tq

�
: (38)
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x1,t ¤ lt for t � 1, . . . , T (39)

x P ZT¥0

+
. (40)

Rewriting to exploit the decomposition: V̄ w
λ � λb�

°T
t�1 V̄

w
λ ptq, where

V̄ w
λ ptq � max tp1 � wtqetpx1,tq � λc1,tpx1,tq : x1,t ¤ lt, x1,t P Z¥0u . (41)

Problem (41) can be solved by enumeration of the integers in the range r0, lts. If wt � 1, then

because c1,tp�q is assumed to be non-decreasing, x1,t � 0 is an optimal solution.

Further, following standard Lagrangian theory, a tighter bound on V̄ w may be achieved by

solving the Lagrangian dual problem,

V̄ w
LD � min

 
V̄ w
λ : λ ¥ 0

(
, (42)

which can be accomplished via standard subgradient optimization. Combining Lagrangian tech-

niques with minimization over uncertainty setW yields

VLD � min
wPW

V̄ w
LD. (43)

In Proposition 5.2 we formalize VLD as a bound on V PI, and thus as a dual bound on V �. Conse-

quently, when the optimization required to identify V w or V̄ w is challenging, instead calculating

V̄ w
LD also leads to a valid bound.

Proposition 5.2 (Lagrangian Dual Bound). If ct,t1p�q is subadditive and non-decreasing over time,

then V PI ¤ VLD.

Proof. For any w inW , V w � V̄ w ¤ V̄ w
LD, where the first relation holds by Proposition 5.1 and the

second by standard Lagrangian theory. It follows that

V PI � min
wPW

V w � min
wPW

V̄ w ¤ min
wPW

V̄ w
LD � VLD. (44)
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5.2 Minimizing Over Uncertainty

Having identified a computationally tractable substitute for V w, we turn now to the outer optimiza-

tion of dual problems (23) and (43). Though a valid bound on V � can be achieved by calculating

V w, V̄ w, or V̄ w
LD for a given trajectory w, it may be possible to tighten the bound via minimization

over uncertainty setW . We offer two suggestions to ease the optimization.

First, because policies are selected for each trajectory, there exists an optimalw� inW that con-

sists of exactly Γ bumps, i.e.,
°T
t�1w

�
t � Γ. Consequently, optimization overW can be replaced

with optimization over the subset W̄ � tw P t0, 1uT :
°T
t�1wt � Γu, significantly reducing the

size of the solution space. Proposition 5.3 formalizes the result.

Proposition 5.3 (Dual Uncertainty Set Reduction). minwPW V w � minwPW̄ V w, minwPW V̄ w �

minwPW̄ V̄ w, and minwPW V̄ w
LD � minwPW̄ V̄ w

LD.

Proof. Consider any information sequence w̄ such that
°T
t�1 w̄ � Γ. Given w̄, let x̄ be an optimal

solution to problem (31)-(34) with value V̄ w̄. Consider any information sequence w̃ obtained by

setting to 0 some of the w̄t having value 1 in w̄. The solution x̄ is feasible for problem (31)-(34)

given w̃ because feasibility does not depend on the information sequence. Further, the value of

solution x̄ given w̃, say α, is not less than V̄ w̄ because exposure values etp�q are non-negative and

some of the coefficients 1�wt in objective function (31) are now equal to 1, while they were equal

to 0 with information sequence w̄. Moreover, because x̄ is a feasible solution, then V̄ w̃ ¥ α ¥ V̄ w̄.

Therefore, w̄ dominates w̃ when solving minwPW V̄ w. Hence, minwPW V̄ w � minwPW̄ V̄ w. Similar

arguments applied to problems (42) and (27)-(30) complete the proof.

Second, as we have noted, minimization over the uncertainty set need not be solved to opti-

mality to achieve a valid bound on optimal policy value V �. Consequently, heuristic methods may

be employed to optimize over W̄ . For example, local search over swap neighborhoods may be a

computationally tractable method of identifying a high quality trajectory. For a given trajectory

w̄ in W̄ , let T 0 � tt : w̄t � 0u and T 1 � tt : w̄t � 1u be time period sets such that the corre-

sponding trajectory elements are zero and one, respectively. Then, the swap neighborhood of w̄ is

tw P W̄ : wt0 � 1, wt1 � 0, wt � w̄t for t P t1, 2, . . . , T uzptt0uYtt1uq, for all pt0, t1q P T 0�T 1u,

the set of all trajectories that can be obtained by swapping the value of two elements in w̄, one with

value zero and the other with value one.
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We summarize our suggestions for obtaining a dual bound as follows. If dual problem (23)

cannot be solved directly, then we recommend the outer minimization be replaced with heuris-

tic search over reduced uncertainty set W̄ . We further advise evaluating trajectories w̄ in W̄ as

V̄ w̄
LD by solving Lagrangian dual problem (42). Our experience suggests these methods lead to

computationally tractable dual bounds for problems of practical size.

5.3 Duality Gaps

Joining the static policy analysis of §4 with the above analysis of dual bounds, we examine duality

gaps to identify cases where an optimal static policy is an optimal policy and where improved

performance might be obtained via a dynamic policy. In Proposition 5.4, we show that when the

budget of uncertainty is zero, then the problem of optimizing over static policies is equivalent to

the perfect information dual problem, yielding V �
s � V PI. Thus, if there is little or no need to hedge

against uncertainty, then making all decisions at the beginning of the time horizon is justified.

Proposition 5.4 (Optimal Static Policies). If Γ � 0, then V �
s � V PI.

Proof. When Γ � 0, W consists of a single trajectory w1 � w2 � � � � � wT � 0. Thus, V PI

is obtained by solving model (31)-(34) only on this trajectory and (12)-(15) reduces to the same

model. Therefore, the optimal values are equivalent and V �
s � V PI .

At the other extreme, per Proposition 5.5, when the budget of uncertainty is equal to the number

of time periods, we also see a duality gap of zero. However, in this case, all policies have zero

value. Immunizing policies against maximum uncertainty renders the decision maker indifferent

to all policies, static and dynamic. If such extreme yield variability is likely, then our analysis offers

little guidance on how to successfully hedge against uncertainty. Otherwise, if bump realizations

are not so volatile, then pushing Γ toward its upper end may have little practical value.

Proposition 5.5 (Zero-Value Policies). If Γ � T , then V �
s � V PI � 0.

Proof. When Γ � T , W̄ consists of a single trajectory w1 � w2 � � � � � wT � 1. Thus, V PI

is obtained by solving model (31)-(34) only on this trajectory. Because each term in objective

function (31) is zero, V PI � 0. In model (12)-(15), for any value of x, minimization overW can
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be achieved via the same trajectory, w1 � w2 � � � � � wT � 1, which sets each term in objective

function (12) to zero, thus V �
s � 0.

For intermediate budgets of uncertainty between the extremes of Γ � 0 and Γ � T , Proposi-

tions 5.6 and 5.7 indicate the gap between an optimal static policy value and the perfect information

dual bound can range from zero to an arbitrarily large value, respectively. Thus, when 0   Γ   T ,

if a positive gap is observed between the best-found static policy and the best-found dual bound,

then exploration of dynamic media selection strategies is warranted, a topic we address in the next

section.

Proposition 5.6 (Zero Duality Gap). For each 0   Γ   T , there exists an instance such that

V �
s � V PI.

Proof. Consider an instance with horizon T , b � T , c1,tpx1,tq � x1,t, etpx1, tq � x1,t, and lt � 1

for t � 1, 2, . . . , T . In problem (31)-(34), for each trajectory in W̄ , an optimal solution is to

set x1,t � 1 for t � 1, 2, . . . , T , thus V PI � T � Γ. In problem (12)-(15), solution xt � 1 for

t � 1, 2, . . . , T is an optimal solution with value V �
s � T � Γ.

Proposition 5.7 (Large Duality Gap). There exists an instance with 0   Γ   T such that V �
s ¡ 0

and V PI{V �
s Ñ 8, while V PI{V � � 1.

Proof. Consider the following instance: T � 2, b � 1 � ε and

t 1 2

c1,tpx1,tq x1,1 εx1,2

etpx1,tq p1 � εqx1,1 εx1,2

lt 1 1
ε

where 0   ε    1 such that 1{ε is integer. Let c2,2px2,2q � εx2,2 and Γ � 1. Because the set of

trajectories is W̄ � tp0 1q, p1 0qu, V PI � 1� ε, as the optimal solution of (31)-(34) is x1,1 � 1 and

x1,2 � 0 (with value V̄ w � 1 � ε) in the first trajectory and is x1,1 � 0 and x1,2 � 1{ε (with value

V̄ w � 1) in the second trajectory. V �
s � ε because any solution to (12)-(15) having one variable

equal to 0 has value 0 (due to Proposition 4.1), the solution x1 � x2 � 1 has value 1 � ε in the

first trajectory and ε in the second, thus the optimal solution is x1 � x2 � 1 (with value V �
s � ε).

Therefore, V PI{V �
s � p1 � εq{εÑ 8 for εÑ 0.
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Consider the following dynamic policy. At time 1, we have only one state with b1 � 1� ε. Let

the action in this initial state be x1,1 � 1 and x1,2 � 0. At time 2, we can have two possible states,

the first with b2 � ε occurring when w1 � 0, the second with b2 � 1� ε resulting from the w1 � 1

bump refund. Let the period-2 decision rule return actions x2,2 � 0 and x2,2 � 1{ε, respectively.

In the first trajectory p0 1q, the reward is 1� ε, while in the second trajectory p1 0q the reward is 1.

Therefore, the reward of this policy is 1� ε. Because the reward is equal to V PI, this is an optimal

policy and V PI{V � � 1.

6 Dynamic Policies

In this section we explore dynamic policies – rules that select actions across the advertising hori-

zon, responding to and potentially exploiting information over time – as a means to narrow po-

tential gaps between the value of an optimal policy and the value of a static policy. In §6.1, we

propose rollout policies as a dynamic solution method for max-min dynamic programs. In §6.2,

we suggest applications to the MSP, building on our previous analysis and constructing dynamic

MSP policies that iteratively solve static MSP policy problems. In §6.3, we identify methods to

ease the optimization required to evaluate dynamic policies. Throughout, we explore general and

problem-specific theoretical properties of the approach.

Central to our analysis are value functions, both as a blueprint to design dynamic policies and

as a method to evaluate such policies. The notion of a value function is that a decision made in

the present should consider both the immediate and future impact of the selected action. Bertsekas

(2017) formalizes the idea as a recursive method to identify the value of an optimal policy for

a max-min dynamic program. Applied to the MSP, for t � 1, 2, . . . , T and for all states st and

remaining budgets of uncertainty Γt in state space S, the reward-to-go from pst,Γtq is

Vtpst,Γtq � max
xPX pstq

"
min

wtPWpΓtq
trtpst, x, wtq � Vt�1pst�1,Γt�1qu

*
, (45)

where VT�1p�q is taken to be zero. Bertsekas (2017) shows the value of an optimal policy π� is

V � � V π� � V1ps1,Γ1q and that, in principle, an optimal policy can be identified by building in

forward fashion the decision tree associated with each pst,Γtq pair that might be observed, then

implementing equation (45) in backward fashion. However, as is common in dynamic program-
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ming, the large number of states renders the value function method computationally intractable for

most problems of practical interest. Though direct implementation of the value functions may be

difficult, the reward-to-go structure – consideration of rewards now and in the future – informs our

design of dynamic heuristic policies.

We further employ value functions to calculate V π, the value of a dynamic policy, in compu-

tational experiments and in theoretical analysis. In contrast to a static policy, which can be easily

evaluated, dynamic policy evaluation requires additional effort. Policy evaluation problem (7) can

be expressed as a classical dynamic program: the state space and transitions are the same as that of

the MSP, actions allocate bumps subject to the budget of uncertainty, and the objective is to min-

imize the rewards collected by the policy. The value functions for the policy evaluation dynamic

program are obtained from (45) by fixing the actions to correspond to those chosen by a policy π:

V π
t pst,Γtq � min

wtPWpΓtq

 
rtpst, X

π
t pstq, wtq � V π

t�1pst�1,Γt�1q
(
. (46)

In particular, we make use of the fundamental dynamic programming result equating the period-t

value function with the period-t sub-problem for a given state (Puterman, 1994):

V π
t pst,Γtq � min

wiPWpΓiq
i�t,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t

r psi, X
π
i psiq, wiq

+
. (47)

In contrast to (45), V π
1 ps1,Γ1q is often tractable and thus direct implementation of the value func-

tions can be used to identify V π.

6.1 Rollout Policies for Max-Min Dynamic Programs

The content of this section extends rollout methodology, originally developed for deterministic and

stochastic dynamic programs (Bertsekas et al., 1997; Goodson et al., 2017), to max-min dynamic

programs. Further, via Shapiro (2011), who establishes equivalence between max-min dynamic

program models and robust adjustable optimization models, our rollout policies may also guide the

design of heuristic solution methods for robust adaptable optimization problems. Though some of

our notation is problem specific to facilitate connection to the MSP, the methods are general.

Rollout policies are sequences of heuristic decision rules that select actions via an approxi-

mation of the value function. Though direct implementation of the value functions is often com-
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putationally prohibitive, the form of (45) suggests a heuristic strategy. Instead of calculating the

second term directly, rollout policies approximate the future impact of current-period decisions

via the value of a suboptimal base policy. Often, a base policy is an easy-to-obtain and easy-to-

evaluate set of rules for selecting actions from a given period through the end of the time horizon.

For example, in the subsequent section we describe how to use static MSP policies as base poli-

cies. More generally, a base policy might be identified by solving a math program to set parameters

within a class of policies, via local search over some subset of decision rules, or by another method

(see Goodson et al. (2017) for a more in-depth discussion). The term “rollout” stems from the use

of base policies in iterative, rolling horizon fashion, to approximate the reward-to-go from some

state through the end of the time horizon.

We formalize rollout methodology for max-min dynamic programs by defining base policies,

by discussing two types of rollout policies, and by identifying sufficient conditions for rollout

policies to perform at least as well as the base policies on which they are built. A base policy

πbpstq � pX
πbpstq
t , X

πbpstq
t�1 , . . . , X

πbpstq
T q is a sequence of decision rules obtained when the process

occupies state st. We assume a base policy exists for each state st in state space S and we some-

times refer to base policies πbp�q, implying a collection of policies across some set of states.

The rollout policy decision rule determines how base policies are used to select actions. In

one-step rollout policy πone � pXπone
1 , Xπone

2 , . . . , Xπone
T q, when the process occupies state st, the

one-step decision rule is

Xπone
t pstq � arg max

xPX pstq

"
min

wtPWpΓtq

!
rt pst, x, wtq � V

πbpst�1q

t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q
)*

. (48)

Notably, for each px,wtq pair, the one-step decision rule assesses the reward-to-go as the value

of πbpst�1q, the base policy obtained in the resulting state. To the extent the approximation ranks

actions as the true value function would rank actions, the one-step rollout decision rule performs

well.

Unless some structure exists in equation (48) that facilitates specialized optimization, the

one-step decision rule is typically evaluated via enumeration, by iterating through each action-

information pair and calculating the current-period reward plus the reward-to-go of a base policy.

Though the one-step decision rule reduces the computational burden considerably relative to the

computation required to implement the value functions, the time required to evaluate the rule may
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be prohibitively high. In particular, the number of base policies that must be both obtained and

evaluated via enumeration is |X pstq||WpΓtq|, a figure that can be quite large when the action space

and/or uncertainty set are combinatorial. In such cases, a rollout policy requiring less computation

may be necessary.

Motivated by potential computational limitations of the one-step rollout policy, we also con-

sider a pre-decision rollout policy πpre � pXπpre
1 , X

πpre
2 , . . . , X

πpre
T q, which utilizes the base policy

directly from the current state, the state of the system before an action is selected. When the

process occupies state st, the pre-decision decision rule is

X
πpre
t pstq � X

πbpstq
t pstq. (49)

In contrast to the one-step decision rule of (48), which employs base policies to approximate

rewards-to-go, in the spirit of traditional rolling horizon the pre-decision decision rule selects ac-

tions directly via the base policy. Thus, while the computation is reduced to obtaining and evalu-

ating just a single base policy, the effectiveness of the pre-decision rollout policy relies on the base

policy’s ability to return a high-quality action in the current state.

As Bertsekas et al. (1997) point out, a primary motivation for rollout methodology is to improve

the performance of the base policy via its iterative application. For example, in the context of the

MSP, if a rollout policy is built on static base policies, then we hope the dynamic rollout policy

performs at least as well as its static counterpart. More generally, we aim for the rollout policy

obtained in any given state to have a value at least as large as the value of the base policy obtained

in the same state. We refer to this condition as the rollout improvement property and state it

formally in Definition 6.1.

Definition 6.1 (Rollout Improvement Property). For base policies πbp�q and a corresponding rollout

policy π, we say π is rollout improving if for t � 1, 2, . . . , T and for all st and Γt in state space S,

V
πbpstq
t pst,Γtq ¤ V π

t pst,Γtq.

Sufficient conditions to achieve the rollout improvement property are to use either sequentially

improving or sequentially consistent base policies. Stated formally in Definition 6.2, the sequen-

tial improvement condition compares the values of base policies obtained in two states, st and a

subsequent state st1 , from state st1 onward. The condition requires the value of the base policy
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obtained in state st1 be at least as large as the value of the base policy obtained in state st. The

sequential consistency condition, stated formally in Definition 6.3, requires the decision rules of

base policies πbpstq and πbpst1 q be equivalent from stage t1 through terminal stage T . Theorems 6.1

and 6.2 formalize the results, extending to max-min dynamic programs the same rollout improve-

ment guarantee enjoyed by deterministic and stochastic dynamic programs (Bertsekas et al., 1997;

Goodson et al., 2017).

Definition 6.2 (Sequentially Improving Base Policies). Let st and st1 be states in state space S such

that st1 is on a sample path induced by base policy πbpstq and let Γt1 be the budget of uncertainty at

stage t1. Then, base policies πbp�q are sequentially improving if for all st and subsequent st1 and Γt1 ,

V
πbpstq

t1 pst1 ,Γt1q ¤ V
πbps

t1
q

t1 pst1 ,Γt1q.

Definition 6.3 (Sequentially Consistent Base Policies). Let st and st1 be states in state space S such

that st1 is on a sample path induced by base policy πbpstq and let Γt1 be the budget of uncertainty at

stage t1. Then, base policies πbp�q are sequentially consistent if for all st and subsequent st1 ,

�
X
πbpstq

t1 , X
πbpstq

t1�1 , . . . , X
πbpstq
T

�
�
�
X
πbps

t1
q

t1 , X
πbps

t1
q

t1�1 , . . . , X
πbps

t1
q

T

	
. (50)

Theorem 6.1 (Sequential Improvement Implies Rollout Improvement). If base policies πbp�q are

sequentially improving, then rollout policies πone and πpre are rollout improving.

Proof. Proofs are by induction. We begin with one-step rollout policy πone. For terminal epoch T :

V
πbpsT q

T psT ,ΓT q � min
wT PWpΓT q

!
rT

�
sT , X

πbpsT q

T psT q, wT
	)

(51)

¤ max
xPX psT q

min
wT PWpΓT q

trT psT , x, wT qu (52)

� min
wT PWpΓT q

trT psT , X
πone
T psT q, wT qu (53)

� V πone
T psT ,ΓT q. (54)

Equations (51) and (54) follow from value function relations (46) and (47). Equation (52) follows

from the maximization and from X
πbpsT q

T psT q belonging to X psT q. The equality in equation (53)

results from the definition of the one-step decision rule (48). We assume the rollout improvement

property holds for t� 1, t� 2, . . . , T � 1. Then, in epoch t:
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V
πbpstq
t pst,Γtq � min

wtPWpΓtq

!
rt
�
st, X

πbpstq
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πbpstq
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

)
(55)

¤ min
wtPWpΓtq

!
rt
�
st, X

πbpstq
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πbpst�1q
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

)
(56)

¤ max
xPX pstq

min
wtPWpΓtq

!
rt pst, x, wtq � V

πbpst�1q
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

)
(57)

� min
wtPWpΓtq

!
rt pst, X

πone
t pstq, wtq � V

πbpst�1q
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

)
(58)

¤ min
wtPWpΓtq

 
rt pst, X

πone
t pstq, wtq � V πone

t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q
(

(59)

� V πone
t pst,Γtq. (60)

Equations (55) and (60) follow from value function relations (46) and (47). Equation (56) follows

from the assumption that the base policies are sequentially improving. Equation (57) follows

from the maximization and from X
πbpstq
t pstq belonging to X pstq. Equation (58) follows from the

definition of the one-step decision rule (48). Equation (59) follows from the induction hypothesis.

For pre-decision rollout policy πpre, the result holds trivially in terminal period T . Then, assuming

the result holds for t � 1, t � 2, . . . , T � 1, the proof for epoch t is the same as equations (55)-

(60), excluding equation (57) and replacing πone with πpre. Because the same analysis is valid for

t � 1, 2, . . . , T , for all st and Γt in state space S, and for both rollout policies πone and πpre, the

result holds.

Theorem 6.2 (Sequential Consistency Implies Rollout Improvement). If base policies πbp�q are

sequentially consistent, then rollout policies πone and πpre are rollout improving.

Proof. Because base policies πbp�q are sequentially consistent, for any state st in S and s1t on a

sample bath induced by policy πbpstq,

V
πbpstq

t1 pst1 ,Γt1q � min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

ri
�
si, X

πbpstq
i psiq, wi

�+

� min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

ri

�
si, X

πbps
t1
q

i psiq, wi
	+

� V
πbps

t1
q

t1 pst1 ,Γt1q , (61)
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thus satisfying the definition of sequentially improving base policies. Then, by Theorem 6.1, the

result holds.

The sequential consistency condition of Definition 6.3 yields additional relationships among

base policies and the corresponding rollout policies. As we show in Theorem 6.3, the value of

the base policy obtained from a given state is equivalent to the value of the corresponding pre-

decision rollout policy from the same state onward. Thus, to evaluate a pre-decision rollout policy

from a given state, one need only obtain and evaluate a single base policy, a potentially significant

computational savings. Theorem 6.3 also shows that from a given state the one-step rollout policy

performs at least as well as the pre-decision rollout policy. In the subsequent section we illustrate

via the MSP both sequential consistency and sequential improvement, demonstrating how various

types of base policies can achieve rollout improvement.

Theorem 6.3 (Sequentially Consistent Rollout). If base policies πbp�q are sequentially consistent,

then V
πbpstq
t pst,Γtq � V

πpre
t pst,Γtq and V πpre

t pst,Γtq ¤ V πone
t pst,Γtq for all st and Γt in state space

S.

Proof. We establish the first result via induction. For terminal epoch T :

V
πbpsT q

T psT ,ΓT q � min
wT PWpΓT q

!
rT

�
sT , X

πbpsT q

T psT q, wT
	)

(62)

� min
wT PWpΓT q

 
rT

�
sT , X

πpre
T psT q, wT

�(
(63)

� V
πpre
T psT ,ΓT q. (64)

Equations (62) and (64) follow from value function relations (46) and (47) and equation (63)

follows from the definintion of pre-decision rollout given in equation (49). We assume the result

holds for t� 1, t� 2, . . . , T � 1. Then, in epoch t:

V
πbpstq
t pst,Γtq � min

wtPWpΓtq

 
rt
�
st, X

πbpstq
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πbpstq
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

(
(65)

� min
wtPWpΓtq

!
rt
�
st, X

πbpstq
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πbpst�1q

t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q
)

(66)

� min
wtPWpΓtq

!
rt
�
st, X

πpre
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πbpst�1q

t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q
)

(67)
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� min
wtPWpΓtq

 
rt
�
st, X

πpre
t pstq, wt

�
� V

πpre
t�1 pst�1,Γt�1q

(
(68)

� V
πpre
t pst,Γtq. (69)

Equations (65) and (69) follows from value function relations (46) and (47). Equation (66) follows

from sequential consistency, Definition 6.3, and equation (67) follows from the definition or pre-

decision rollout given in equation (49). Equation (68) follows from the induction hypothesis.

Because the same analysis is valid for t � 1, 2, . . . , T , for all st and Γt in state space S, the first

result holds. The second result follows from Theorem 6.2, which establishes V
πbpstq
t pst,Γtq ¤

V πone
t pst,Γtq for all st and Γt in state space S . In conjunction with the first result, we then have

V
πpre
t pst,Γtq ¤ V πone

t pst,Γtq for all st and Γt in state space S, which proves the second result.

6.2 Application to the MSP

In this section we combine the static policies of §4 with the rollout methods of §6.1 to create

dynamic MSP policies. We define both static and dynamic base policies, motivate their use via

analytical results, and show they are sequentially improving or sequentially consistent, thus guar-

anteeing the resulting rollout policies will perform at least as well as the underlying base policies.

We begin by defining a state-st static policy, a generalization of the static policy of §4. A state-

st static policy purchases media spots in period t and foregoes potential opportunities to respond to

future uncertainties. Denoting by Xt the space of period-t decision rules, the class of static policies

in state st is

Πspstq �
! �
Xπs
t , X

πs
t�1, . . . , X

πs
T

�
P Xt � Xt�1 � � � � � XT : (70)

Xπs
t : st Ñ X pstq, (71)

Xπs
t1 : S ÞÑ 0, t1 � t� 1, t� 2, . . . , T

)
. (72)

Similar to the initial-state set of static policies Πs � Πsps1q, the state-st set of static policies

Πspstq requires the state-st decision rule belong to feasible action set X pstq and that all subsequent

decision rules map to the pT � t � 1q-dimensional zero vector. Thus, a static policy πspst, xq is

fully characterized by its period-t spot purchases x in X pstq.
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Similar to §4, the problem of identifying a policy optimal with respect to Πspstq can be stated

as optimization over the set of current-period feasible actions:

max
xPX pstq

#
min

wPWpΓt,T q

#
Ţ

t1�t

p1 � wt1qet1

�
xt1 �

t�1̧

t2�1

at2,t1

�++
. (73)

Note problem (73) is similar to problem (12)-(15), but accounts for spots purchased prior to period

t and seeks to maximize worst-case exposure from period t onward.

It is straightforward to extend the initial state heuristics of §4 to an intermediate state st, thus

providing methods to identify feasible solutions to problem (73). Because we use the max-min

greedy heuristic to build both static and dynamic base policies, we detail the extension of this

method in Algorithm 2. The construction procedure is similar to that of Algorithm 1, except that

exposure calculations account for previously purchased spots and the focus is on spot purchases

in period t and forward. The state-st static policy resulting from the max-min greedy heuristic is

πspst, xgq.

Algorithm 2 State-st Max-Min Greedy Heuristic
1: xgt1 Ð 0 for t1 � 1, 2, . . . , T

2: repeat

3: T Ð the T � t � 1 � Γt time periods in tt, t � 1, . . . , T u with smallest exposure values

et1px
g
t1 �

°t�1
t2�1 at2,t1q

4: sort T in non-increasing order of marginal exposure values et1px
g
t1 � 1 �

°t�1
t2�1 at2,t1q �

et1px
g
t1 �

°t�1
t2�1 at2,t1q

5: xgt1 Ð xgt1 � 1 in the first period t1 in T satisfying (2) and (3)

6: until xg not updated

In our computational work we use the max-min greedy heuristic as a method to obtain static

base policies for both one-step and pre-decision rollout policies. By Proposition 6.1, base policies

πbpstq � πspst, xgq are sequentially improving, thus guaranteeing the associated rollout policies

πone and πpre possess the rollout improvement property. However, Proposition 6.1 goes farther,

indicating that base policies composed of any static policies are sequentially improving. The key

to the result is recognizing spot purchases made in the past contribute to future exposure values

independent of future purchases, thus decisions made by a static policy in a given state cannot
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degrade the value of the decisions made by a static policy in a pervious state. Therefore, rollout

improvement may be secured via max-min greedy static policies or through any other method to

generate static policies, allowing the decision-maker to leverage easy-to-evaluate and potentially

high-quality base policies to make dynamic decisions.

Proposition 6.1 (Sequentially Improving Static Policies). Policies in Πsp�q are sequentially im-

proving.

Proof. We consider two static policies, πpst, xq obtained in state st, and πpst1 , xq obtained in st1 , a

state belonging to a sample path induced by πpst, xq. For clarity in what follows, we superscript

spot purchases made by each policy with the decision epoch in which the purchases occur: πpst, xtq

and πpst1 , xt
1
q. Then,

V
πspst,xtq
t1 pst1 ,Γt1q � min

wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

ri

�
si, X

πspst,xtq
i psiq, wi

	+
(74)

� min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

p1 � wiqei

�
xti �

t�1̧

t2�1

at2,i

�+
(75)

� min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

p1 � wiqei

�
t1�1̧

t2�1

at2,i

�+
(76)

¤ min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

p1 � wiqei

�
xt

1

i �
t1�1̧

t2�1

at2,i

�+
(77)

� min
wiPWpΓiq
i�t1,...,T

#
Ţ

i�t1

ri

�
si, X

πspst1 ,x
t1 q

i psiq, wi


+
(78)

� V
πspst1 ,x

t1 q
t1 pst1 ,Γt1q. (79)

Equations (74) and (79) follow from value function relation (47). Equation (75) follows from the

definition of reward function (5) applied to static policy πpst, xtq. Equation (76) acknowledges

the transition from state st to state st�1 via equation (6) accounts for spot purchases xt in state

variable at,�. Further, because by assumption t1 ¡ t, the upper index of the second summation

in (76) is large enough to account for terms at,�. Finally, for any t2 ¡ t, the term at2,i in the

second summation of (76) is zero because πpst, xtq belongs to policy class Πspstq, which restricts
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spot purchases to period t. Thus, the equality in equation (76) holds. Equation (77) considers

additional spot purchases xt1 in X pst1q made at decision epoch t1. The inequality holds because by

assumption the exposure function is non-decreasing and each component of xt1 is non-negative.

Equation (78) recognizes spot purchases xt1 characterize static policy πpst1 , xt
1
q. The equality then

follows from reward function (5). Because the analysis holds for any two static policies πpst, xq

and πpst1 , xq and for any two states st and st1 where st1 and Γt1 belong to a sample path induced by

πpst, xq, Definition 6.2 is satisfied and static base policies are sequentially improving.

Though Proposition 6.1 labels an entire class of policies as sequentially improving, the per-

formance of rollout policies often depends on the quality of the underlying base policies, better

base policies typically yielding higher rollout policy values. This observation, corroborated by

the rollout literature and by our computational experience with the MSP, informs our choice to

build rollout policies on max-min greedy static base policies, which tend to perform well relative

to the class of static policies. Further motivating our choice is Proposition 6.2, which shows it is

possible for such rollout policies to perform arbitrarily better than the initial-state max-min greedy

static base policy. Thus, while the rollout improvement property guarantees only weak improve-

ment over base policies, Proposition 6.2 demonstrates it is possible for the rollout policy to enjoy

substantial improvement.

Proposition 6.2 (Large Rollout Improvement). There exists an instance such that the one-step

rollout policy built on max-min greedy static base policies performs arbitrarily better than the

max-min greedy static policy obtained in the initial state: V πone{V πsps1,xgq Ñ 8.

Proof. Consider the MSP problem instance used in the proof of Proposition 5.7. In this instance,

the max-min greedy static policy πsps1, x
gq obtained in the initial state is characterized by decision

vector xg � p1 1q and has value V πsps1,xgq � ε. In the first decision epoch, the decision rule of

the one-step rollout policy built on max-min greedy static base policies returns action Xπone
1 ps1q �

p1 0q, yielding r1ps1, p1 0q, 0q � 1 � ε and r1ps1, p1 0q, 1q � 0. Then, if w1 � 0, the second period

decision rule returns action Xπone
2 ps2q � p0 0q yielding r2ps2, p0 0q, 0q � r2ps2, p0 0q, 1q � 0.

Continuing, if w1 � 1, then Xπone
2 ps2q � p0 1{εq and r2ps2, p0 1{εq, 0q � 1. Thus, V πone � 1 � ε,

yielding V πone{V πsps1,xgq � p1 � εq{εÑ 8 as εÑ 0.

Recognizing the quality of base policies plays an important part in rollout policy performance,
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in addition to static base policies we also consider dynamic base policies. Specifically, we set the

period-t base policy to be πpreptq � pXπsp�,xgq
t , X

πsp�,xgq
t�1 , . . . , X

πsp�,xgq
T q, a sequence of decision rules

that at each state executes the max-min greedy heuristic, selecting actions dynamically based on

state-st static policies. Constructing dynamic base policies in this fashion is equivalent to using

the pre-decision rollout policy as a base policy – the period-t1 decision rule is Xπsp�,xgq
t1 � X

πpre
t1 for

t1 � t, . . . , T – hence the name πpreptq for the resulting policy. It follows from this observation

and from the rollout improvement property that the value of policy πpreptq is at least as high as

the value of policy πspst, xgq, a result we formalize in Corollary 6.1. Further, as we show in

Proposition 6.3, base policies πprep�q are sequentially consistent, and thus by Theorem 6.2 they

achieve the rollout improvement property. As our computational experiments in the subsequent

section demonstrate, improving base policy quality by constructing dynamic base policies from

static policies can improve rollout policy performance.

Corollary 6.1 (Better Base Policies). V πpreptq
t pst,Γtq ¥ V

πspst,xgq
t pst,Γtq for all st and Γt in state

space S .

Proof. Because πpre is rollout improving per Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.1, Definition 6.1 es-

tablishes the result.

Proposition 6.3 (Sequentially Consistent Dynamic Policies). Policies πprep�q are sequentially con-

sistent.

Proof. By definition, policy πpreptq � pXπsp�,xgq
t , . . . , X

πsp�,xgq
t1 , . . . , X

πsp�,xgq
T q. Because the subse-

quence of decision rules pXπsp�,xgq
t1 , . . . , X

πsp�,xgq
T q defines πprept1q, Definition 6.3 is satisfied and

policies πprep�q are sequentially consistent.

6.3 Policy Evaluation

In this section, we address the optimization required to evaluate a policy. In contrast to static

policies, dynamic base policies as well as rollout policies can push the limits of computational

tractability when solving problem (7) or sub-problem (47) via value functions (46). In particu-

lar, rollout policies composed of dynamic base policies require not only evaluation of the rollout

policy, but also evaluation of a potentially large number of base policies, thereby compounding
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computational issues. To ease the optimization required to identify V π and V π
t pst,Γtq, below we

identify structural properties of the policy evaluation problem that we then exploit in a solution

procedure.

Theorem 6.4 identifies two useful properties of policy evaluation sub-problem (47), and by

extension of problem (7) when applied from initial state s1 and with initial budget of uncertainty

Γ. First, the cost-to-go V π
t pst,Γtq is non-increasing in Γt, a result that follows directly from the

definition of the uncertainty sets: the size ofWpΓt, T q increases with Γt, thus yielding potentially

smaller policy values. Therefore, a solution procedure faced with two identical states should focus

on the state with the larger budget of uncertainty. Second, there exists an optimal sub-problem

solution pw�
t , w

�
t�1, . . . , w

�
T q such that the sum

°T
i�tw

�
i is the smaller of the remaining budget of

uncertainty Γt and the number of remaining time periods T�t�1. Thus, it is optimal to bump spots

in as many periods as the budget of uncertainty allows and other trajectories can be ignored. The

first property is policy-independent, the larger Γt the higher the computational impact. The second

property is policy-dependent, its effect determined by how the policy selects actions. Finally,

Theorem 6.4 applies generally to max-min dynamic programs with the budget-style uncertainty

set we define in §2 and when, for any given terminal state sT and action xT , terminal rewards

are non-increasing with wT , rT psT , xT , 0q ¥ rT psT , xT , 1q, a condition that should naturally be

satisfied in many applications.

Theorem 6.4 (Properties of the Policy Evaluation Problem). Policy evaluation sub-problem (47)

has the following properties:

(i) for t � 1, 2, . . . , T and for any st in S, V π
t pst,Γtq is non-increasing in Γt; and

(ii) for t � 1, 2, . . . , T and for any st and Γt in S, there exists a trajectory pw�
t , w

�
t�1, . . . , w

�
T q

achieving V π
t pst,Γtq such that

°T
i�tw

�
i � mintΓt, T � t� 1u.

Proof. To prove property (i), because for any Γ1
t ¥ Γt,WpΓt, T q � WpΓ1

t, T q, then V π
t pst,Γ

1
tq ¤

V π
t pst,Γtq. We prove property (ii) by induction. Beginning with terminal period T , when ΓT � 0,

Wp0q � t0u, therefore the only feasible solution to (47) is w�
T � 0 � mint0, 1u and the result

holds. When ΓT ¥ 1,WpΓT q � t0, 1u, thus V π
T psT ,ΓT q � mintrT psT , Xπ

T psT q, 0q, rT psT , X
π
T psT q, 1qu.

By construction of reward function (5) and because the exposure function is nonnegative by as-
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sumption, rT psT , Xπ
T psT q, 0q ¥ rT psT , Xπ

T psT q, 1q. Thus, w�
T � 1 � mintΓT , 1u is an opti-

mal solution to (47) and the result holds for period T . Assume the result holds for periods

T � 1, T � 2, . . . , t � 1. Then, in period t, when Γt � 0, the only feasible solution to (47) is

w�
t � w�

t�1 � � � � � w�
T � 0. Thus,

°T
i�tw

�
i � 0 � mint0, T � t� 1u and the result holds. When

Γt ¥ 1,WpΓtq � t0, 1u and V π
t pst,Γtq is

min
 
rt pst, X

π
t pstq, 0q � V π

t�1pst�1,Γtq, rt pst, X
π
t pstq, 1q � V π

t�1pst�1,Γt � 1q
(
. (80)

In the second term of (80), by the induction hypothesis,
°T
i�t�1w

�
i � mintΓt� 1, T � tu. Because

in this case wt � 1, then 1 � mintΓt � 1, T � tu � mintΓt, T � t � 1u and the result holds by

setting w�
t � 1. In the first term of (80), by the induction hypothesis,

°T
i�t�1w

�
i � mintΓt, T � tu.

Because in this case wt � 0, we must consider 0 � mintΓt, T � tu. When Γt ¤ T � t, the sum

is equivalent to mintΓt, T � t � 1u and the result holds by setting w�
t � 0. If Γt ¡ T � t, then

wt � wt�1 � � � � � wT � 1 is an optimal solution to (47). In this case wt � 0 is not necessary to

achieve V π
t pst,Γtq and the second term achieves the minimum of (80).

To solve policy evaluation sub-problem (47), we leverage Theorem 6.4 in conjunction with

a forward dynamic programming approach considering only states that may actually occur as a

result of a given initial state. Our approach, which mirrors the well-known reaching algorithm

for dynamic programming (Denardo, 2003), utilizes a graph structure. Each node in the graph is

labeled by a state, the remaining budget of uncertainty, and the reward accumulated thus far. Thus,

at time period t̃ a node associated with st̃ and Γt̃ is represented by the tuple pst̃,Γt̃, δt̃q, where

δt̃ is the reward collected through time period t̃ � 1. Nodes are connected by arcs representing

realizations of uncertainty wt̃ in WpΓt̃q. The graph is constructed in stages, one for each time

period t, t�1, . . . , T . We refer to the set of nodes belonging to stage t̃ as Gt̃. Stage t is constructed

via the period-t state, the period-t budget of uncertainty, and zero accumulated reward: Gt �

tpst,Γt, 0qu. Stage t � 1 is constructed by extending the initial node corresponding to the period-

t state and budget of uncertainty, i.e., by generating state st�1 � Spst, Xπ
t pstq, wtq and Γt�1 �

Γt � wt for each wt in WpΓtq and setting δt�1 � rtpst, Xπ
t pstq, wtq � δt. Any stage t̃ � 1 is

constructed similarly by extending the nodes in Gt̃. The node in GT achieving the smallest δT �

rT psT , Xπ
T psT q, wtq identifies V π

t pst,Γtq.
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The total number of nodes across all stages of the graph grows exponentially with the budget

of uncertainty and can be quite large for problem instances of practical interest. We combat the

proliferation of nodes via Theorem 6.4, which facilitates pruning of the state-space graph. We

employ property (ii) of Theorem 6.4 to fathom nodes from Gt̃ before the extension required to

create Gt̃�1. Specifically, given two nodes in Gt̃, pst̃,Γt̃, δt̃q and ps1
t̃
,Γ1

t̃
, δ1
t̃
q, if st̃ � s1

t̃
, Γ1

t̃
¥ Γt̃,

and δ1
t̃
¤ δt̃, then δ1

t̃
� V π

t̃
ps1
t̃
,Γ1

t̃
q ¤ δt̃ � V π

t̃
pst̃,Γt̃q and it is therefore unnecessary to extend

node pst̃,Γt̃, δt̃q because node ps1
t̃
,Γ1

t̃
, δ1
t̃
q belongs to a trajectory with no larger value. For our

application to the MSP, the equality of states st̃ and s1
t̃

requires budget equality as well as equality

of purchase histories pertaining to the current period and onward – purchase histories effecting

only past periods need not be equal. More generally, we refine Gt̃ via G 1
t̃
� tpst̃ � pbt̃, aq,Γt̃, δt̃q P

Gt̃ : E ps1
t̃
� pb1

t̃
, a1q,Γ1

t̃
, δ1
t̃
q P Gt̃ such that bt̃ � b1

t̃
, at1,t2 � a1t1,t2 @ pt

1, t2q P tt, t � 1, . . . , t̃ � 1u �

tt̃, t̃ � 1, . . . , T u,Γt̃ ¤ Γ1
t̃
, δ1
t̃
¤ δt̃u, the set of all non-dominated nodes in Gt̃. We then employ

property (i) of Theorem 6.4 to eliminate actions. In particular, when considering extensions of

a node with remaining budget of uncertainty Γt̃, if Γt̃ is greater than or equal to the remaining

number of time periods T � t̃ � 1, then WpΓt̃q � t0, 1u can be replaced by t1u, cutting in half

the number of extensions. Our computational experience indicates pruning via these techniques

can significantly decrease the size of the state-space graph, thereby making it possible to evaluate

policies for larger problem instances.

Algorithm 3 details our approach to the policy evaluation sub-problem. The procedure begins

on line 1 by initializing Gt with initial state st, with initial budget of uncertainty Γt, and by setting

δt to zero. For t̃ � t� 1, t� 2, . . . , T , Gt̃ is initialized to the empty set. Line 3 leverages property

(i) of Theorem 6.4 to obtain G 1
t̃
, the set of non-dominated nodes in Gt̃. When identifying nodes for

inclusion in G 1
t̃
, it may be that several nodes are identical, and therefore none of the nodes dominates

the others. In such cases, we include one of the nodes in G 1
t̃
, provided it is not dominated by

another node. Lines 5 and 6 implement property (ii) of Theorem 6.4, potentially further reducing

the number of extensions made on line 8. Line 10 handles terminal period rewards and V π
t pst,Γtq

is identified on Line 11.
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Algorithm 3 Policy Evaluation Sub-Problem
1: Gt Ð tpst,Γt, 0qu, Gt̃ ÐH for t̃ � t� 1, t� 2, . . . , T

2: for t̃ � t to T � 1 do

3: G 1
t̃
Ð tpst̃ � pbt̃, aq,Γt̃, δt̃q P Gt̃ : E ps1

t̃
� pb1

t̃
, a1q,Γ1

t̃
, δ1
t̃
q P Gt̃ such that bt̃ � b1

t̃
, at1,t2 �

a1t1,t2 @ pt
1, t2q P tt, t� 1, . . . , t̃� 1u � tt̃, t̃� 1, . . . , T u,Γt̃ ¤ Γ1

t̃
, δ1
t̃
¤ δt̃u

4: for pst̃,Γt̃, δt̃q P G 1t̃ do

5: if Γt̃ ¥ T � t̃� 1 then

6: WpΓt̃q ÐWpΓt̃qzt0u

7: for wt̃ PWpΓt̃q do

8: Gt̃�1 Ð Gt̃�1 Y tpSpst̃, X
π
t̃
pst̃q, wt̃q,Γt̃ � wt̃, δt̃ � rt̃pst̃, X

π
t̃
pst̃q, wt̃qqu

9: for psT ,ΓT , δT q P GT do

10: δT Ð δT � minwT PWpΓT qtrT psT , X
π
T psT q, wT qu

11: V π
t pst,Γtq Ð mintδT : psT ,ΓT , δT q P GT u

7 Computational Experience

In this section, we report results of computational experiments with the MSP. We define problem

instances in §7.1. Policies and dual bounds are examined in §7.2. Static and dynamic policies are

compared and contrasted in §7.3. Finally, the section concludes with a sensitivity analysis in §7.4.

7.1 Problem Instances

An instance of the MSP is defined by specifying the number of time periods T , spot limits lt, budget

b, budget of uncertainty Γ, cost function ct,t1p�q, and exposure function etp�q. We construct small

and large instances for use in the analyses of §§7.2-7.4. Unless otherwise stated, small instances

set T � 4 and randomly select each lt from t3, 4, 5u. Large instances explore values of T from 5

through 15 and randomly select each lt from t2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7u. Instances with smaller values of T

could be used in a time-aggregation scheme representing, e.g., before, during, and after an event.

Larger values of T could facilitate a more granular analysis of operations. Across all instances we

consider values of b in t50000, 60000, 70000, 80000u and values of Γ ranging from 0 to T � 1.

We set the cost ct,t1pxt1q to purchase xt1 spots in period t for advertisement in period t1 to be
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the sum of a base price for each spot adjusted by a quantity discount. The base price for a spot

is a linear function of a given maximum price p, a given minimum price p, and the number of

periods between purchase and advertisement t1� t: rp�pt1� tqpp� pq{T s. Thus, the base price is

non-increasing in t1� t and lies between p and p. We adjust the base price of the ith purchased spot

by quantity discount factor αi, a number in the range r0, 1s representing the proportion by which

by which the base price of the ith spot is reduced. Then, the cost is ct,t1pxt1q � rp � pt1 � tqpp �

pq{T s
°xt1
i�1p1 � αiq.

In both small and large problem instances the cost function is instantiated as follows. We

randomly select p from the range r3000, 7000s and p from the range r7001, 12000s, quantities

typically found in industry (personal communication, Ken Allgeyer, Vice President and General

Sales Manager at Fox Sports Midwest, 9 June 2017). We set α1 � 0 then randomly select an integer

d in t2, 3, 4u and for i � 2 to i � d we randomly choose αi from the range rαi�1, αi�1 � 0.1s.

We set αi � αd for i ¥ d. Thus, the base price of the first item purchased is not discounted, the

base price for items 2 through d is discounted at most 10 percent beyond the base price for the

previously purchased item, and any additional purchases receive no further discounts.

We capture diminishing returns in the exposure etpxtq achieved via xt spots in period t by

geometrically decreasing exposure values from a base value of µ. Specifically, letting β be a

number in the range r0, 1s, we set etpxtq �
°xt
i�1 β

i�1µ. Thus, the first spot gathers an exposure

of µ and each subsequent spot yields less exposure than the previous spot. In both small and large

problem instances we randomly select β from the range r0.95, 1s.

For each combination of T , b, and Γ, 100 small instances are generated by randomly choosing

spot limits lt and parameters for the cost and exposure functions, as described. For large instances,

because computing time can be high, only 10 instances are generated for each combination of time

periods, budget, and budget of uncertainty. Methods are implemented in C++ and executed on a

computing cluster running the CentOS 7.2 operating system (we do not utilize parallel processing).

7.2 Performance of Policies and Dual Bounds

Figures 1 and 2 together with Table 1 provide an overview of policy and dual bound performance

in terms of value and computational effort. Each bar in Figure 1 is the average policy or dual bound

value across small problem instances for a given value of Γ. Optimal policy values are obtained
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Figure 1: Policy Values and Dual Bounds

via standard backward induction. Each point in Figure 2 represents the number of CPU seconds

required to achieve a particular policy or dual bound value and is the average across large instances

with T � 5 through T � 10 time periods. Table 1 displays information similar to that of Figure 2,

except broken out across time periods T � 10 through T � 15. A “–” entry in Table 1 indicates

computation was too prohibitive to execute the corresponding method.

Focusing first on the performance of policies in Figure 1, analytical results guarantee four

relationships exist among the five policies. One, by the optimality of π�s in the class of static

policies Πs, V πspxgq ¤ V �
s . On average, the optimal static policy achieves objective values 7.4

percent higher than the max-min greedy policy. Two, by Proposition 6.1 in conjunction with

Theorem 6.1, and by Corollary 6.1, V πspxgq ¤ V πpre . Though the analytical results indicate dynamic

base policies can in principle improve on static base policies, across all problem instances we

observe equivalent performance. However, as we highlight below, when embedded in one-step

rollout policies, the base policies yield different performance results. Three, by Proposition 6.1

in conjunction with Theorem 6.1, V πspxgq ¤ V πone with a static base policy. On average, the

one-step rollout policy improves performance 18.7 percent relative to its static base policy. Four,

by Proposition 6.3 in conjunction with Theorem 6.2, and by Theorem 6.3, V πpre ¤ V πone with
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a dynamic base policy. On average, the one-step rollout policy yields performance 27.0 percent

above its dynamic base policy.

Beyond results implied by our analytical work, we make three additional observations based on

the policy values in Figure 1. One, V πone with a static base policy is less than V πone with a dynamic

base policy. The one-step rollout policy enjoys a 7.0 percent performance improvement when built

on a dynamic base policy rather than a static base policy. Thus, as Corollary 6.1 implies, a base

policy that responds to information by making decisions in sequence can be more valuable than a

static base policy. Two, it is possible to construct a dynamic policy that significantly outperforms a

static policy. Comparing V πone with a dynamic base policy to V �
s , we see on average an 18.2 percent

improvement of the one-step rollout policy relative to an optimal static policy. Three, comparing

our best dynamic policy to an optimal policy yields a 4.7 percent gap, on average. Thus, though

an optimal policy is the obvious choice when computationally tractable, a heuristic policy may

perform reasonably well when an optimal policy is unavailable. Further, relative to the static

strategies dominating the MSP literature, dynamic decision-making offers substantial performance

improvements.

Looking next at dual bound performance, we see several analytical results playing out in Fig-

ure 1. First, by Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, V � ¤ V PI ¤ VLD. On average, the gap between

the perfect information bound and the value of an optimal policy is 3.5 percent. The Lagrangian

dual bound widens the gap by an additional 4.1 percent. Second, by Proposition 5.4, when Γ � 0,

V � � V PI. Similarly, by Proposition 5.5, strong duality also exists when Γ � T , though we do

not display these results because in this case all policy values and dual bounds are zero. Third,

Propositions 5.6 and 5.7 are illustrated by the duality gaps when Γ � 1, Γ � 2, and Γ � 3. In

the first two cases average gaps are positive and in the third case the gap is zero, thus showing that

when 0   Γ   T , there exist problem instances with and without duality gaps.

Figure 2 pairs value with computational effort, graphically depicting the CPU seconds required

to achieve various policy and dual bound values. Because problem instances with more than five

or six time periods often exhaust available RAM when executing standard backward induction, we

are unable to display optimal policy values as we did for the small instances considered in Fig-

ure 1. Across all instances comprising Figure 2, all heuristic policy values are computed relatively

quickly. Though πone (with dynamic base policy) requires orders of magnitude more computing
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Figure 2: Value vs. Computation (T � 5-10)

time to evaluate than πspxgq, 23 CPU seconds is very manageable to yield an average improvement

of 60.6 percent. Further, we continue to realize a marked improvement of dynamic over static

decision-making: πone (with dynamic base policy) consumes an average of 8.3 times more CPU

seconds than π�s to achieve a 22.6 percent improvement in policy value. Examining dual bounds,

the computation required to calculate V PI is 1230 times that required to identify VLD and the bound

is improved by 5.0 percent on average.

Table 1 illustrates the computational limits of our policies and dual bounds. Beyond T � 10

time periods, it is computationally prohibitive to calculate perfect information bound V PI. Com-

puting time for the Lagrangian dual bound VLD also scales approximately exponentially with the

number of time periods, but does so at a much slower rate, requiring only 14 CPU seconds even

at T � 15. From T � 5 through T � 10, the gap between the two bounds widens from 4.5 to

5.4 percent. Thus, for larger problem instances, we would expect the Lagrangian bound to be at

least 5.4 percent larger than the perfect information bound. Beyond T � 12 time periods, optimal

static policy π�s as well as one-step rollout policies πone with both static and dynamic base policies
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Table 1: Value vs. Computation (T � 10-15)

T � 10 T � 11 T � 12

CPU Value CPU Value CPU Value
πspxgq 0 2.9 0 2.1 0 1.9

π�s 14 4.5 88 3.2 657 3.0
(static base policy) πpre 0 2.9 0 2.1 0 1.9
(static base policy) πone 21 4.6 107 3.3 760 3.1

(dynamic base policy) πone 99 5.5 285 4.0 1204 4.0
PI 1450 8.1 – – – –

LD 1 8.5 1 6.5 2 6.5

T � 13 T � 14 T � 15

CPU Value CPU Value CPU Value
πspxgq 0 1.8 0 1.7 0 3.1

π�s – – – – – –
(static base policy) πpre 0 1.8 0 1.7 0 3.1
(static base policy) πone – – – – – –

(dynamic base policy) πone – – – – – –
PI – – – – – –

LD 4 6.6 8 6.6 14 7.9

become computationally prohibitive to compute. At this problem size, pre-decision rollout policy

πpre and max-min greedy policy πspxgq do not present computational obstacles. However, infer-

ring from smaller problem instances, where one-step rollout policies perform substantially better

than static policies and pre-decision rollout policies, πpre and πspxgq are likely to perform poorly in

comparison.

Figure 3 examines the computational impact of Theorem 6.4 on policy evaluation. For problem

instances with T � 8 and for policy πone with a dynamic base policy, we count the nodes in the

graph produced by the forward dynamic programming algorithm of §6.3. We examine four cases:

without Theorem 6.4, with property (i), with property (ii), and with both properties (i) and (ii).

Figure 3 reports the average percent decrease in graph size of the latter three cases relative to the

first. Because property (i) of Theorem 6.4 is policy-independent, all policies evaluated for these

problem instances would enjoy a 26 percent reduction in graph size. On its own, policy-dependent

property (ii) pushes the reduction to 35 percent. In tandem, properties (i) and (ii) reduce the graph
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Figure 3: Impact of Theorem 6.4

size by 42 percent. Recalling that the evaluation of πone with a dynamic base policy requires the

base policy itself to be evaluated from every node, the impact of Theorem 6.4 can be substantial,

significantly increasing the problem sizes for which we are able to evaluate policies.

7.3 Comparison of Static and Dynamic Policies

Figures 4 and 5 investigate how optimal static and optimal dynamic policies use budget funds to

seek target audience exposure. In Figure 4, we report the average cost of spot purchases made

by each policy across all small instances. Results are aggregated by budget level and by time

period, the optimal static policy making purchases only in the first period. At each budget level,

we see a difference in how the policies incur expenditures in period one. The optimal static policy

consumes as much of the budget as possible given spot limits and the requirement to purchase

integer quantities. In contrast, the optimal dynamic policy invests less than half of its budget up

front, reserving funds to respond to bump realizations in future periods.

Figure 5 examines more closely the actions taken by each policy in period one. Each bar

represents the exposure value of the initial action for the associated policy, averaged across all

instances for a given budget of uncertainty and time period. As uncertainty increases, exposure

values for optimal static policies become more uniform across time. Specifically, for a given budget

of uncertainty Γ, the number of time periods with maximum initial action exposure is Γ � 1. For

example, when Γ � 2, the average exposure value for an optimal static policy in period one is
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Figure 4: Spot Costs in Optimal Static and Dynamic Policies

1.44 and 2.43 in periods two, three, and four. It is this observation that motivates the max-min

greedy heuristic of §4. In contrast, the optimal dynamic policy leverages the opportunity to make

decisions in sequence and in response to information. When Γ � 1, investments are made for each

time period, but at levels substantially below those of the optimal static policy. Further, when Γ

exceeds one, the optimal dynamic policy invests only in period one. Though the combinatorial

nature of sequential decisions makes it difficult to continue such an analysis beyond the initial

action, it is clear from Figures 4 and 5 that decision makers aiming to purchase spots across time

can benefit from allocating only a portion of funds up front, thus making it possible to respond to

bumps as they occur.

7.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 6 examines the sensitivity of optimal policies to information and evaluation criteria across

small problem instances. Each group of four horizontal bars represents the minimum or average

value of policies optimal for a given budget of uncertainty Γ when a particular number of bumps
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Figure 5: Initial Action Exposure Values in Optimal Static and Dynamic Policies

is realized. Collectively, the results in Figure 6 explore the impact of a decision maker having

over- or under-estimated uncertainty. Further, the right portion of Figure 6 displays the average

performance of robust policies, i.e., instead of taking the minimum value over all trajectories in

W , we report the average value.

By design, policies optimized for the realized number of bumps achieve the largest minimum

value. For example, when one bump is observed (second group of bars down from top left), the

Γ � 1 policy posts a minimum value of 7.88 averaged across small problem instances. This policy

improves on the Γ � 0, Γ � 2, and Γ � 3 policies by 47, 29, and 153 percent, respectively.

Similar differences exist among minimum policy value magnitudes when other numbers of bumps

are observed. Thus, accurately estimating uncertainty across the advertising time horizon can

significantly effect policy performance.

How to evaluate policies, as the minimum or as the average across trajectories of uncertainty,

depends on the frequency of media campaigns. The robust policies we study in this paper are

most amenable to single events or limited-time efforts. The right portion of Figure 6 depicts how

these policies might perform when used for ongoing advertisement, a scenario where optimizing

for average performance may have been more appropriate. Overall, the Γ � 0 policy achieves the
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Figure 6: Sensitivity Analysis

highest average value of 7.35, improving over the Γ � 1, Γ � 2, and Γ � 3 policies by 2, 22,

and 130 percent, respectively. Though the Γ � 0 policy posts the highest overall average value,

the Γ � 1 policy ranks first when the number of realized bumps is one, two, or three. Thus, if our

methods are utilized in scenarios where long-run average performance is important, then policies

optimized for smaller budgets of uncertainty are likely to be better than policies designed for high

uncertainty.

Figure 7 explores the affect of spot limit distribution on the performance of optimal policies.

For small problem instances, we allocate 16 total media spots across time in four patterns – in-

creasing, uniform, triangular, and decreasing – as outlined on the left of the figure. A uniform

distribution of spots achieves the highest overall policy value at 7.06, an improvement of 14, 21,

and 22 percent over increasing, decreasing, and triangular distributions, respectively. Although

when Γ � 0 an increasing distribution is best, if we account for any amount of uncertainty, a

uniform distribution of spots ranks first. Thus, if the opportunity exists to negotiate spot limits,

spreading spots across the time horizon will likely improve an optimal policy’s ability to hedge

against bumps.
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8 Conclusion and Takeways

An important problem in advertisement, yield uncertainty can significantly degrade the effective-

ness of limited-time media campaigns, particularly for small- and mid-size firms. Our work devel-

ops static and dynamic decision-making strategies to hedge against the negative effects of bumps,

making problem-specific as well as methodological contributions. With respect to the media selec-

tion literature, we develop and utilize the first model explicitly incorporating sequential decisions

and yield loss. Further, our study of static policies and dual bounds motivates the need for dy-

namic policies, which we show can significantly enhance performance. Additionally, our perfect

information bound, rollout-based policies, and dynamic policy evaluation technique contribute to

the field of robust optimization.

Below we summarize key takeaways from our work, intended to guide both the researcher and

the practitioner:
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• If there is little or no need to hedge against uncertainty, then make all decisions at the begin-

ning of the time horizon via a static policy.

• If the gap between the best available static policy value and the tightest available upper bound

is too large, then seek performance improvement via dynamic policies.

• Seemingly simple static policies can yield high-quality dynamic policies via pre-decision or

one-step rollout methods. Further, building dynamic strategies in this fashion is guaranteed

to perform no worse than the baseline static strategy.

• If an optimal policy is intractable to obtain, then identify the best policy and dual bound

computational resources can provide. We offer policies and bounds with various tradeoffs

between quality and computational effort.

• When engaging in dynamic decision-making, allocate only a portion of budget funds up

front, holding back the remainder to respond to bumps as they occur.

• If the opportunity exists to negotiate spot limits, then spreading caps uniformly across time

improves the ability to hedge against yield uncertainty.

• Because policy performance may be sensitive to the assumed level of uncertainty, make

every effort to accurately set the budget of uncertainty.

We suggest two avenues for future research. First, extend our study to multiple media out-

lets. While it is possible to view our work as operating on an aggregation of outlets, explicit

consideration of separate media vehicles may lead to new insights. In particular, a heterogeneous

set of outlets may facilitate a portfolio-style approach to hedging against yield uncertainty, much

like a collection of financial instruments diversifies market risk. Second, beyond the study of me-

dia selection, our methods may find broader application to dynamic resource allocation problems.

Though we frame our objective in terms of audience exposure and view variability in the context

of bumps, these model elements can be thought of as placeholders for generic rewards and uncer-

tainties, potentially leading to additional applications and more general methods to protect firms

from the unkown.
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